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The main entrance to the Garden 

of Remembrance is at the front of 

the church through a lych gate 

built in 2007 by Howkins.  

The proposed new seat would be 

a smaller version of the lych gate, 

constructed in the same materials 

by the same carpenters. 

 



Viewed from the north and south west the area to be laid out 

is currently consecrated. The area is bounded to the west by 

a yew hedge which is being encouraged to grow to a height 

of eight feet to introduce more privacy.  

Location 

for new 

seat  

Location 

for new 

mirror 

Area currently slopes 

towards car park and 

requires levelling off 



This plain wall will be enhanced with two new columbaria  

and a water feature, detail is shown in the drawing  

by the church architect Mr John Creasey. 

New 

columbarium 

located here  

New 

columbarium 

located here  

New water 

feature 

located 

here  

Picture shows existing flower vases where flowers  

left on graves are removed to ensure garden is kept tidy. 



New 

columbaria 

located 

here  

This area will be laid out 

with granite plaques and a 

new columbarium will be 

built which will obscure the 

view of the fire escape as 

people progress into the 

existing garden.  

Columbaria will be 4 plaques 

wide and 4 plaques high, to 

match existing. 



 

Photographs show the 

existing garden laid out with 

water features, and mature 

planting. 

 

St Mark’s Garden of 

Remembrance achieved a 

recognition in a national 

award from Shell in their 

Better Britain award. The 

financial prize helped fund 

the garden extension.  



Pond with fish 

Columbarium 



Area laid out with granite 

plaques each to accommodate 

two caskets  

Columbarium with granite 

plaques laid out before 



Separate areas are laid out divided by planting. 

A memorial wall enables plaques to be inscribed  

in remembrance of those who do not have a  

specific burial place in the garden.  



The garden is enhanced with LED (PIR) safety lighting and CCTV 

covers the entire church grounds providing an added sense of 

security. The garden has never attracted any vandalism, criminal 

damage or anti social behaviour.    



Block paved pathways separate the discreet areas. 

New paving will be laid to match the existing.  



Careful planting has created private areas with seating provided.  



Vases are provided for floral tributes which are 

subsequently removed by our garden volunteers to 

ensure that the garden remains tidy. 



Water features are valued  features in the garden and are 

regularly maintained to ensure that they operate by 

passive infra red (PIR) detection and recycle water. 



The garden has previously been extended towards the  

vicarage and this has provided a rear access. 


